Full length view of the main depot structure.

Railroad relics from the past still function today in other various forms across the USA, such as this one in Carroll, Iowa, now serving the city as the home of the Chamber of Commerce. Since 2007, the building and property have been leased by the Chamber of Commerce from a local non-profit organization, the Carroll Depot Centre, Ltd. In August of 2010 the turret of the historic Carroll Depot, which supports the weather vane, was struck by lightning, but was quickly repaired.
The former C&NW Carroll Depot was lovingly restored by a non-profit group several years ago and is now home to the town's Chamber of Commerce.

The Carroll Depot marker located just to the east of the depot building.
This former C&NW Railway Depot is separated by the busy Union Pacific (ex-C&NW) mainline with a sturdy iron-rod fence, which is a requirement by major operating rail lines that protect by-standers from entering the railroad right-of-way. Photos of 06-22-12 by Darrell D. Wendt.